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Poetry commands the singular ability to lay one prostrate and bare before the listener, giving safe

refuge to words and thoughts of depth excavated from crevices yet explored deep within the poet. I

find no other form of communication to be so utterly and beautifully invasive. The poems that follow

are my second collection of published poetry. My initial traverse into the purest of all literature,

poetry, Without From Within, has surpassed my greatest expectations. It has been well-received.

I'm humbled by the praise it continues to garner from people worldwide. I'm delighted many have

found favor with my poems. I see no reason to alter what has been a successful combination of

poetry. Hopefully, each offering will please your senses as well as touch your emotions.
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Format: Kindle EditionMaster of all.Ron, apart from being a prolific writer & Show presenter has

lately surprised us all with his other hidden talent, Poetry writing.I purchased and read his first

Poetry book "Without from Within" drawn by the sheer out pour of intriguing complex lines of

beautiful poetry, accompanied by well presented photography. But Ron continued to produce

another gem, "TraVerses" , based on life and its short comings together with his other love of the

feline type.He puts a lot of thought into his poems even though dealing with daily occurrences and

produces another masterpiece of creativity.

Ron Shaw's 1st poetry book, Without From Within, became an overnight sensation in France,

topping the charts for a while, above the Old Masters. Comes now a second book of Ron's verses.



Again illustrated by the lovely color photography of Robert Sosby. You'll love it. Ron writes

diversely, of death, of glory, of pain, of beauty. Of a talking frog.

Quote from TraVerses: â€œThe winners and losers count not, but how the game is played, is what

matters.â€• How truthful â€“ If youâ€™re an avid poetry connoisseur and eager for the gift of verse

and visionary images, the volume of poetry TraVerses, penned by author and grand master of radio

media Ron Shaw, is a rare find indeed. Mr. Shaw slams his newest release into the upper deck by

sharing his talents along with those of photographer J. Robert Sosby of Atlanta, Georgia. This

combination leads to a tranquil, thought-provoking read with Sosbyâ€™s splendid photography

enhancing Mr. Shawâ€™s poetic justice, which I found both charming and dear. Mr. Shaw not only

shows us the difference between the dark side and the light, his work shines, between joy and

troubled times. In the poetry genre, it doesnâ€™t get any better than this. I highly recommend

TraVerses, by Ron Shaw. I was enthralled. I was moved. For the reasons already mentioned, Iâ€™d

give this read a strong five star rating. Read it. You wonâ€™t be sorry you did.

Like an artist with his paints, Ron paints a myriad of pictures with his words. Each work is pleasing,

and some more than others, but the overall collection is to be enjoyed.

Just buy it, it even sounds better read, shame the author didnt' read it himself, he's got the voice
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